
Remember that the above figures represent averages across all the practices in the study; in order to understand what is going on  
in YOUR practice, you need to look not only at what your revenue growth was during these months (and going forward) but also  
at the drivers of growth in YOUR practice such as changes in invoices, visits, ATC, fee increases, new clients and client retention.   
This will give you the information to make intelligent decisions about where to focus your time and efforts to increase growth.

Partnering with:
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The Insiders’ Insight Benchmark Report is published by the Veterinary Hospital Managers Association (VHMA) on a monthly basis. The report  
tracks several key economic indicators to determine how participating VHMA member practices are performing, as well as results from VHMA surveys 
on issues impacting the profession. There are 559 VHMA member practices who contributed to this month's key economic indicator data. Data is 
representative of companion animal practices only.

New Client Growth
October, 2020 compared to October, 2019

January -8%
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September 11%
October  7% 
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Revenue Growth
Companion animal practice revenue for the 559 VHMA practices included in this 
month’s study continues to increase with October growth of 8.4%, compared to 
14.1% in September, 2020. The number of workdays in October 2019 and 2020 
are the same. The median growth in October revenue (8.0%) is a little lower than 
the 8.4% average which means the average is being pulled up a bit by more 
practices with higher growth rates. The revenue changes ranged from -77.4% to 
243.6% which shows that while some practices are doing amazingly well; others 
are not. (“Workdays” are defined as Mon-Sat less standard holidays. In October, 
there were no standard holidays on which practices are typically closed.) Canine 
revenue increased by 7.9% and feline revenue increased by 10.2%. 2020 is finally 
showing a positive revenue growth year-to-date of 4.1%; this is essentially the 
same as in 2019 (4.2%.)

Data review and commentary is provided by Karen E. Felsted, CPA, MS, DVM, CVPM, CVA of PantheraT Veterinary Management Consulting, www.PantheraT.com - November 2020

New Client Growth
For the sixth month in a row, new client numbers in October, 2020 compared to 
October, 2019 actually increased. The increase was 7% in October, 2020 compared 
to 11.0% in September, 2020. Several factors contributing to this likely include: pet 
owners working from home and paying more attention to their pets thus leading 
to more vet care, clear-the-shelter efforts at the beginning of the pandemic and 
the closing of some practices which has benefited others in the community. Year-
to-date new client growth is just over breakeven as of the end of October (0.4%.) 
The decline in new client numbers has been a discouraging trend for the last four 
years; it will be interesting to see if this turnaround continues to hold as we move 
into 2021.

Patient Visits
Total unique patient visits for the same period, October, 2020 compared to October, 
2019 declined by 1.1% compared to an increase of 2.6% in September, 2020 with 
canine visits down by 1.5% and feline visits up by 0.4%. As noted above, October of 
2019 and 2020 had the same number of workdays. The median change was -0.7% 
and the range was -78.9% to 146.4%. Jan-Feb visit growth for 2020 started out well 
at 2.3% compared to a decline in 2019; however, the continued monthly declines 
have dropped year-to-date growth to -4.3%. (Note that the term “visits” is defined as 
unique purchases of either products or services for an individual pet.)

October, 2020 vs. October, 2019
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Practices have always had to deal with a small number 
of clients who don’t show up for their appointments and 
don’t call to let the practice know they won’t be coming. 
While annoying, it’s mostly happened so infrequently that 
it hasn’t caused real harm to the practice. Over the last 
few years, some practices have reported an increasing 
number of no-shows and with the advent of the COVID-19 
pandemic, no-shows in some practices have increased 
dramatically. This month’s Insiders’ Insights survey 
questions explore this topic.

The first question asked: “Have you had an increased 
number of clients no-show their appointment since the 
pandemic started?” It’s clearly a problem with just over 
50% saying yes.

How are practices handling this issue with new clients?

While this problem of increased no-shows is occurring with both new clients and current clients, it’s clearly more of an 
issue with new clients and practices are handling the two groups differently. This first section deals with new clients. 

About 10% of practices are requiring new clients to leave a deposit when they book their appointment and another 6% 
sometimes do. Most of these hospitals instituted this policy after the pandemic started although 28% had the policy in 
place prior to the pandemic. 

continued on pg. 3
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Client No-Shows: Frequency, Deposits and Fees
by Karen E. Felsted, CPA, MS, DVM, CVPM, CVA PantheraT Veterinary Management Consulting
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continued on pg. 4

Most of the answers in the “other” section indicated 
deposits were only needed for certain kinds of services 
such as sick patients, surgeries or integrative medicine.

There is a lot of variation in the dollar amount charged 
for the deposit but the majority of practices use the 
amount of their exam fee as the deposit amount.

Several of the “other” responses indicated the deposit 
was only required for surgeries and was either $100 or 
$250. One practice said they charged 50% of the exam 
fee as the deposit.

The next question asked: “Is your new client deposit 
refundable if the client cancels or misses their appointment?”

Most of the “other” responses indicated the client had to cancel 
48 hours in advance to receive a refund.

Of course, many practices are concerned about client 
backlash to charging a new client a deposit before they 
have even visited the practice and the next question asked 
about this: “What has been the reaction of most new clients 
to being required to leave a deposit?” Interestingly enough, 
very few clients had a concern about it. 

One of the “other” responses said they had no complaints; 
the other practice indicated it was too soon to tell for sure 
but so far all was ok with the clients. 
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The next two questions asked about the impact of the new client deposit policy.

As noted in an earlier question, about 85% of practices are 
not requiring a deposit from new clients and this last question 
asked why.

There was a wide range of reasons in the “other” section with 
the most common being:

n    If an appointment no-shows, it does not really affect our 
day due to a lot of walk ins

n    If a new client no-shows for an appointment once, they 
must pay a deposit in order to reschedule

n     Hasn’t been a problem previously but are considering 
deposits now (one practice particularly mentioned doing 
this for grooming appointments)

n    We don't set up new clients in our PIMS until they are 
physically here so as not to throw off new client number 
reporting

n  I think that makes a very bad first impression on a new client, most clients show up and those clients can turn to gold 
clients and requiring them to "prepay" basically tells them we don't trust them before we ever even meet them

n  We try extremely hard to confirm appointments to hold the slot. If the appointment is not confirmed, then we don’t 
hold the time slot

n Several ER and/or specialty practices said it doesn’t fit their business model

n I think this is in bad taste

n  Ashamed to say that we kind of appreciate the break to get caught up

n Practice is not currently accepting new clients

n  We are not in it for the money and we assume the best in everyone (that they will show up and pay)
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Are you seeing a reduction in no-shows after
implementing a new client deposit policy?  
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n  We charge a no-show fee but not a deposit to initially schedule the appointment

n Not sure this is legal but are considering it if it is

n  I think we would end up with fighting with the credit card companies that the card was used without permission

n Never thought of it

n May deter new clients

n  It focuses on money too much before the relationship is made

n  We require clients to complete an on-line form prior to their appointment - if this is not completed, the appointment is 
cancelled. Clients are reminded by CSR's twice to complete forms prior to the appointment and that it is a requirement 
to keep the appointment. If they wish to reschedule after a no-show, they must prepay for the exam ($65)

How are practices handling this issue with current clients?

As with new client deposits, most practices also don’t charge an after the fact no-show fee. Most of those that do have this 
policy, don’t charge the fee even if the client cancels on short notice (less than 24 hours).

Whereas most of the practices who charge a new client deposit implemented that policy after the pandemic started, the 
majority of practices who charge a no-show fee already had that policy in place. 

Most of the “other” responses indicated the practice only 
charged a no-show fee after a client no-showed multiple 
times. One practice noted they instituted this policy after 
they had many no-shows for hour-long canine rehab visits.
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The next questions asked about the fee charged for the no-show and the impact of the new no-show fee policy.

Interestingly, clients had more of a negative reaction to 
this fee than to the new client deposit requirement.

The last question asked: “If you are not charging an 
after the fact no-show fee, why not?

There was a wide range of “other” responses including:

n   Don’t usually have an ongoing problem with the 
same clients

n   We flag the account as “must prepay for all future 
appointments” instead of charging a fee 

n  We are an ER and don’t schedule appointments.

n   We call until we make contact to confirm and that 
seems to help with our no-shows
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Are you seeing a reduction in no-shows after implementing
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n  Trying to collect involves employee time and we have not made an official decision on this

n  It’s highly unlikely we would be able to collect this fee

n  The ROI would not be practical

n  We have long waiting lists - most clients stick to appointment

n  We would like to charge double! But seriously, hadn't thought about it

n  Our owner does not believe it would be good customer service

n  We are all human and life can be sad and hard enough

n  We do have a cancellation policy for anesthetic appointments Life happens

n   Chronic offenders are told they will have to begin pre-paying the exam fee and will forfeit that fee if they do not 
arrive for their appointment. That discussion has solved the problem for us and we've never had to implement it

n  Interested in implementing this

n  We did in the past and found that clients would not pay and would go elsewhere

n  Increases client confrontations for receptionists

n  Not necessary as we have deposit system

n  We only intervene if client has ongoing issues

n  Time

n  We don’t consider it to be a client service focused action

n  Tacky. There's enough clinics around, if it were me I just wouldn't come
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